The blind estimation technique is very useful for an adaptive antenna and a MIMO communication system.Independent component analysis(ICA) which is studied briskly in the field of image processing or signal processing,is convenient means because there are few restrictions of previous knowledge. In order to perform signal separation by ICA on real time, it is necessary to perform repeated calculation of restoration vectors to less than about 0.4 millisecond. In this research, FPGA implements a part of processing of the complex value fastICA which is a way method of ICA.Main results show that the FPGA's computation is about 1000 time faster from PC's computation.Thereby, realization of a real-time operation will also be considered from now on.
Introduction
The blind estimation technique is useful for an adaptive antenna,and a MIMO communication system.these wireless technologies perform feedback control that the optimal system performance is obtained by adjusting a system parameter according to the electric wave situation observed with a certain means.In this system parameter determining method, Independent component analysis(ICA) is very useful.
ICA is the blind estimation technology which developed remarkably in recent years.Based on the independency of a signal, it is the method of finding out a desired signal out of the crowded noise, and has developed focusing on the field of a image processing or speech signal processing.The application to various fields is progressing by the appearance of the robust and high-speed algorithm fastICA by Hyvarinen.
Supposedly,when transmission of the QPSK signal of 10Mbps is considered(number of samplings is 128,repeated calculation of a restoration vector is 10 times. ), it is necessary to end calculation within about 0.2 millisecond.Then, it considers per-forming this calculation by FPGA. Since calculation of ICA and fastICA are iteration of matrix calculation, it is calculation suitable for FPGA.The advantages of calculation by FPGA is
• suitable for parallel processing, for example matrix calculation.
• suitable for the iteration.
Moreover,application of pipeline processing etc. is also possible and the further improvement in the speed can be expected. Supposing it is alignment combination, the observation signals will become like the following formula using a original signals.
Blind estimation using ICA
Here, ICA determines a restoration vectors b H j ,assuming the statistical independence nature between transmitted signals.The statistical independence nature of a microwave signal is defined by the following formula.Blind signal separation is realized using this.
Here,E {x} shows the expected value of x,and g j (x)shows arbitrary functions. As shown in a statistical central limit theorem, the probability distributions are deviated from a normal distribution,the original independent microwave signals are acquired.Therefore, an independent components y j will be obtained, if the probability distributions of the restoration signals y j =b H j x which are alignment combination of an observation signals x=As choose b H j so that it may separate from a normal distribution most. The negentropy J(x) to the environment variable x which some measures of the distance of a certain probability distributions and normal distribution are proposed, and is especially defined by the following formula is often used.
x gauss is a random variable which shows Gaussian distribution, and H(x) shows entropy.The approximation formula
is proposed in consideration of calculation cost.
In ICA, it asks for b H j which makes the measure of such non-normality the maximum by the optimizing method.There are the steepest descent method, newton method and fixed-point approach as typical optimizing method. With many ICA algorithms, the preparation called whitening for efficient optimization is needed.The whitening signals z are acquired by the linear transformation Vx and a whitening matrix V is expressed with D −1/2 E H .Here, D is a diagonal matrix which has a characteristic value of C= { xx H } /N s the autocorrelation matrix of x as the elements,N s is the number of samples on a time-axis, and E is the matrix which put the characteristic vector corresponding to D in order.By conducting ICA to this whitening signals, a restoration matrix W H is estimated and a restoration signals y are acquired by y=W H z. FastICA is the algorithm robust at high speed which was devised by B and extended for the Complex-valued.In fastICA, when whitening signals z are acquired, the restoration vectors w are calculated by the following formula.
Here,It is g(x) = tanh(x), g (x) = 1 + tanh(x).
Implementation Of VHDL
The target device is Xilinx XC4VFX12.The multiplication of a vector and the addition and subtraction of a vector of calculation of fastICA are centers.Therefore, it is possible to read the data of a memory in parallel, and calculation in a short time is possible.Although it is balance with a hardware resource, when the number of matrix elements increases, improvement in the speed can be attained by pipeline processing. Since calculation was quick compared with a floating point number and there were few hardware resources to be used, the fixed point number was used.Moreover, easy 16bit was produced in order to check operation.
Calculation of tanh(x) is complicated.Then, straight line approximation is performed, and it is made for an error rate of tanh(x) obtained to become smaller than 0.3%.
Result
Since it is easy,about W which is 4×4 matrix,Z which is 4×4,4×8 matrix, the VHDL simulation result is compared with that of by PC(Celeron 2.53GHz,Memory 1GB).About calculation time, it asked from the frequency of FPGA(160MHz). A calculation result shows that it has calculated at very high speed by using FPGA compared with PC.Moreover, the calculation result was also well in agreement and it has checked that calculation accuracy was also enough. Although there were few components of a matrix this time because of a trial production, calculation speed is a high speed very much, and it is thought that the application to a real-time operation is possible.Moreover, it is necessary to consider a design so that optimal processing can be performed to a bigger matrix.
Conclusion
This paper described realization of the fastICA algorithm by FPGA.Very highspeed calculation could be performed and by using FPGA showed that FPGA was applicable to ICA.From now on, it is necessary to increase the number of elements of a whitening signal z, and it is necessary to improve so that an actual problem can be accommodated with.It is thought by realizing processing by FPGA that a real-time operation is also possible.
